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Rumor in online social media is a significant but challenging problem, because of its streaming environment.
In this paper, we propose a rumor detection framework to monitor and analyze rumor streams in online social
media. In this framework, a time series model is firstly proposed to monitor temporal sketches in the data streams
and identify trending rumor events. Then, rumor patterns and pattern-based matching algorithm are described to
further distinguish false trending rumors from valid news. Compared within twitter data of rumors and non-rumors,
our selected rumor patterns contain distinct properties of rumors in short-term series.

1. Introduction

Rumor is known as a piece of information or statement

that cannot be verified as true or false, but quickly spread-

ing from person to person [1]. Many recent detection

methods tend to automatically detect rumors from history

datasets then identify their credibility. However, they can

only analyze and evaluate rumor after it has been widely

spread and already cost social and economic problems. In

contrast, it is essential to discover the rumor before it causes

too much damage. Furthermore, data generated by most

online social media is real-time data stream in large scale,

this state of data also limits the employment of traditional

approaches based on classification or clustering techniques.

Inspired by these issues, we perceive that it is very meaning-

ful and essential to solve the problem of detecting rumors

directly from real-time streaming social media data.

In this paper, we presents a novel framework to monitor

and analyze rumor data streams in social media. In this

framework, the monitor firstly filters the noisy data out

and clusters trending topics into group. Then, analyzer is

used to identify the high-likelihood rumor candidates.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2,

we review the related work. Section 3 briefly describes our

online rumor detection framework. Section 4 presents the

preliminary experiments and results. Finally, we summarize

the paper and future work in section 5.

2. Related Research

Rumor detection is considered as a binary classification

problem in many previous researches. In order to auto-

matically identify the credibility of given trending topics,

researchers tended to use various kinds of features [2]. On

the other hand, many researchers worked on detecting trend

events over the Twitter streams. Mathioudakis et al [3] pre-

sented a system to monitor the Twitter streams in real time

and provide emerging topics. Petrović et al [4] proposed a
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locality-sensitive hansing based algorithm to detect the first

story events from the online social media streams.

However, most of those work either analyzed rumor offline

or evaluated general trending events, few of them concen-

trated on detecting rumor in online environment. Consider-

ing the importance of online rumor detection, we proposed

a rumor streams analysis framework to fix this gap.

3. Online Rumor Detection Framework

For solving the problem mentioned above, an online

framework to monitor and analyze real-time social media

data is proposed, so that we can provide the rumor candi-

dates as early as possible before they are transferred widely.

We employed digital techniques including machine learning

and agent-based modeling to understand and process the

real-time data sets. The overall flow of this framework is

shown in Figure 1.

In this framework, the monitor system firstly filters the

spam data in the real-time and separates the clean data into

topic-based groups. Then, each sub data group is analyzed

by data analysis approach to identify the high-likelihood

rumors as the false rumor candidates.

To understand the temporal properties, a time series

model is proposed to capture temporal sketches in the data

streams. Based on the behaviors within rumor streams,

we propose to employ agent-based modelling to monitor

the streaming social media environment. Natural language

processing techniques are also used to filter the spam posts

and separate the trending events.

As for the analyzer part, we presented to identify rumor

Figure 1: Flow of Online Rumor Detection Framework
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Figure 2: Frequency Comparison between Valid News (left) and False Rumors (right) in Short-term Series

events by detecting rumor patterns in social media data

streams. Based on this idea, an online pattern matching ap-

proach was conducted to explore the data stream with both

valid new and false rumors [5]. We firstly address rumor

patterns that can differentiate rumors from non-rumors. By

selecting a set of such patterns, a new pattern matching al-

gorithm is presented, which can explore rumors in real-time

online social media data. In the end, two parts of the frame-

work are combined together as the whole framework.

4. Preliminary Experiment

In this section, we explain our preliminary experiment

and results.

The datasets we used is from the real Twitter datasets.

Kwon et al [6] has collected 109 trending tweets events,

which are labeled as false rumor and credible news. The

validation of label has been well annotated and evaluated

by previous researchers based on investigation websites and

human participants. In total, we selected 5 rumors with a

larger amount of tweets, as well as 5 non-rumors that have

similar size with the picked rumors.

First of all, we processed the group of tweets into data

streams by their timestamp. Then, based on our proposed

rumor pattern, we selected and addressed a set of distinct

rumor patterns that can differentiate rumors from non-

rumors. Figure 4. shows such comparison of tweet frequency

and selected rumor pattern frequency in time series.

In the Figure 4., we calculated both the tweet frequency

(upper side) and selected rumor pattern frequency (lower

side) of 10 trending events in each hour. Here, we can ob-

serve an obvious different trends between non-rumors (left

5 events) and rumors (right 5 events). While selected pat-

terns do not often appear in the credible news, the tem-

poral frequency of selected patterns matched the trend of

rumor-related tweets very well. Such result indicates that

our acquired patterns not only represents the significant

properties of rumor events in short-term time series, but

also distinguishes rumors from non-rumors.

In the next step, we evaluated the monitor part by analyz-

ing mined temporal sketches in rumor data streams. The

real-time monitoring situation and event grouping results

indicates the feasibility and efficiency of our approach.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented a rumor detection frame-

work, which monitors and analyzes rumor streams in online

social media. First, our mined temporial properties of ru-

mor streams provides a real-time monitor to capture trend-

ing rumor events. Second, we proposed the graph-based

rumor patterns and identified rumor patterns by a novel

pattern matching algorithms. The experiment results in-

dicate a good potential to use this approach to mine and

detect rumors in online social media streams.

For the future work, we expect to evaluate the framework

using both labeled data streams and real time data streams.
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